Parent Survey March 2022 - A summary

The last survey was held before Christmas when Mrs Chiverton was Interim Headteacher. The
number of responses was almost exactly the same representing 68 families out of about 120. This
would be judged a good return for most such surveys. Thankyou. The first focus for our attention is
always on areas where we fall below about 90% approval. 1 parent is worth 1.5%.
The percentages for saying your child is happy at school have improved since the autumn with about
88% of parents agreeing or not concerned. Comments suggest more attention to well-being will help
although other comments suggest this is a strength.
Figures have not changed for children feeling safe at school with about 94% agreeing.
There has been a significant improvement in parents feeling they are getting adequate information
on their children’s progress, the percentage agreeing (and those not concerned) has risen from 74%
to 87%. We will continue to improve this.
The figures for parents feeling their child makes good progress has not changed and stands at 91%
The percentages who feel comfortable approaching us with a concern has fallen from 88% to 84%.
Comments suggest a mixed picture here as you will see below. We feel we have been extremely
responsive and worked hard to resolve concerns which, these days, seem to be as much out of
school as in. We will not slacken off improving and would want to add that we now have an
electronic system for recording and monitoring concerns.
This can be partly explained by a fall in the percentage of those who say they know who to speak to
if concerned, from 99% to 94% and is likely to be a product of the changes in leadership. Senior
Leadership have worked incredibly hard to pick up and respond professionally to every concern or
question in a timely manner but leadership changes can make it confusing.
There has been a slight improvement in percentages feeling it is easy to speak or contact child’s
teacher rising to 91% from 90%.
97% now feel it is easy to contact or speak to a senior leader rising from 94%. This sits oddly with
some of the data above so perhaps it just needs time to show our impact?
However, whilst 86% before Christmas felt they had satisfactory responses to concerns raised this
has fallen to only 75% now and is therefore the key priority for us. We think that we have to accept
that, just because we have promptly and supportively dealt with a concern, it doesn’t always mean
we have been able to resolve problems to the satisfaction of all, especially where disputes occur out
of school.
Despite our previous parent meetings being virtual with no opportunity to look at books the figures
for parents feeling that parents’ evenings are useful fell from 96% to 91%. We suspect this may be
because not many parents came in to see books the week before? Going forwards we will make sure
you get more chances to see work as we tried last term.
In the autumn 91% of parents felt important dates were well communicated. This term that had
fallen to 80%. We take this on the chin but would stress that, despite a very professional office team,
the changes of leadership can lead to date changes and lack of notice. There had been no year
planner agreed in September this year so we have now tackled that. Comments suggest that links
between us and the Infants have weakened. The communication actually remains strong but we’d

want to stress that the two schools do serve different masters and are not one school, so we won’t
always align. In addition, our very popular use of dojo sometimes means office staff didn’t see
messages sent out by other staff. This inconsistency been corrected.
90% of parents feel that their child is taught well and this has fallen slightly from 93% in the autumn.
We have tried to bore parents rigid with the work we have been doing since January behind the
scenes to raise our ambitions as you will see from some of the positive feedback below. Feedback
from the local authority and the IEB suggests that we are covering a lot of ground and aiming high so
we are confident that there will be, without doubt, even stronger teaching now as we raise
expectations.
In the autumn only 70% of parents felt they knew what the school was doing to improve. This has
now risen to 80% and we’ve tried to have a section on this in each Headteacher newsletters. We feel
confident this improvement will continue into the summer.
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